See @UNHRD supporting the #EbolaResponse through Twitter

UNHRD has dispatched US$11 million worth of critical supplies and equipment for WHO, Irish Aid, Swiss Red Cross, WFP, UNHCR, UNDP, and JICA. We’re also hosting the UNMEER HQ in our Accra facilities, and are procuring materials for remote logistics hubs, Ebola Treatment Units and Community Care Centres.

Sep 4
Japan @jica_direct_en donates US$150,000 worth of #emergency items stored in @UNHRD to help Liberia fight #Ebola!

Sep 8
The @UNHRD depots have sent 0.5 million of these gloves to #SierraLeone #Liberia #Guinea for @WHO fighting #Ebola

Sep 18
33 large storage tents are flying to #Liberia to help @WHO’s #EbolaResponse

Oct 16
Landed today in #Liberia! 58 tonnes of @WFP equipment to support the humanitarian #EbolaResponse

Oct 17
Thanks Norway @NorwayMFA for generously supporting @UNHRD - these supplies are now in #Monrovia

Sep 28
Over 42 tonnes of @Irish_Aid humanitarian supplies arrive in #Freetown to help #EbolaResponse
Oct 17
Big thx Germany @GermanyDiplo for flying critical @WFP equipment from @UNHRD in #Accra to Freetown! #EbolaResponse

Oct 29
At UNMEER HQ at @unhrd in #Accra, its head, @UNBanbury, welcomes @AmbassadorPower for briefing on #EbolaResponse

Oct 25
#EbolaResponse in action! @WFP equipment sent from @UNHRD is now in remote #Liberia to set up critical supply hubs

Nov 1
Right now in #Guinea, @UNHRD’s Rapid Response Team is training others to set up huge storage tents for #EbolaResponse

Nov 3
Lots of tents, tarpaulins & family kits from Swiss Red Cross @redcross_ch are now in #SierraLeone for #EbolaResponse!

Nov 4
Support from @cooperazione one_it is helping fight Ebola -these tents were flown from @UNHRD depot in #Italy to #Liberia

Nov 7
With support from @IHC_UAE, our Dubai depot has sent US$4 mill of emergency supplies for #EbolaResponse
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